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the hack was reported by a coworker at a major us electronics manufacturer, who works with
next generation intel wireless chipsets: intel has a chip called "bluetooth altivec", which

computes the dot product of two vectors, a value that's used to encode data to be transferred
over bluetooth. hacking into this chip and using it to transmit arbitrary data could, in theory,

allow an attacker to sniff out private information such as the plaintext contents of a cell phone's
secure element and plaintext data such as credit card numbers transmitted over the air. the aclu

says it's the first known time the federal government has used a private entity to hack a third
party. the aclu is concerned that this is the first known time anyone's personal information has

been exploited in this way. the us department of justice paid us$1.6 million to bt3g as part of its
"operation in a nutshell" program, which used intelligence provided by bt3g to surveil activists
on the streets of new york city during the rnc: in a press release from the aclu that was posted

on the group's website, it stated, the government has been expanding its efforts to spy on
peaceful protest with no probable cause. in doing so, the government has hired private
companies that specialize in buying and sharing the information of innocent people, and

providing it to the government. a single misconfiguration by a security firm's users gave a north
american isp access to a customer's unencrypted wireless traffic: on tuesday, a security
researcher published information on a north american internet service provider (isp) that

provides wired and wireless internet service to customers in seven states and four canadian
provinces. the researcher goes by the username "thec0d3" and through a series of security tests

in a virtual lab managed by security testing firm securityhead ( source ).
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Laptop usually refers to laptops having some portability and when it comes to laptops, here are the
best laptops under 2000 RS which has been keeping customers happy and satisfied. Our Top Five

laptop deals include the best laptops under 2000 RS which are beautiful and come with best quality
features. The first computer I ever bought was like a hifi receiver in respects, as it had everything in

a big chassis that held the monitor, drives, printer, cards in one with the keyboard above the
motherboard. It did not take as much space, it did not require as many cables or other interfaces, it
took only one AC socket, and, every single part was completely adjusted to the system. As a result,
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Chromebooks are by far the most popular laptops. Because Google is behind this product, you can
see that there are multiple version of this on the market. So, finding the best Chromebook on the
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market can be challenging. However, we found the best cheap Chromebook for you. We know that
getting into University can be a challenge for both yourself and your parents. But, as a guide, here

are some of the best laptops for university that you can choose from. Plus, you should know that you
also have a lot of options available to you by buying online. 5ec8ef588b
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